
The complexity of today’s security landscape –  
combined with an increase in incidents, overall weak  
security posture, and a shortage of cybersecurity talent – 
means taking a proactive approach to security is  
more important than ever.

CRITICALSTART 
Cybersecurity 
Consulting Services 
for Microsoft Security 
help you maximize 
the value of your 
investment. Unlike 
other cybersecurity 
consulting vendors 
who take a one-size-
fits-all approach 
to cybersecurity, 
we customize our 
solutions to meet each 
customer’s unique 
needs. Our experts 
apply their knowledge 
and experience to 
understand your 
Microsoft security 
environment more 
deeply, help assess 
how modern attacks 
can impact your 
organization and 
design a strategy to 
better defend your 
environment against 
potential threats, using 
Microsoft’s best-in-
class security products.

Why CRITICALSTART? 
We partner with you across your entire journey: implementing security 
best practices and tools; conducting risk analysis; implementations and 
technical verifications; planning response and execution; threat modeling and 
performing secure design reviews. The overall goal of our consulting services 
is to provide guidance on how you can successfully adapt to new security 
concepts, methodologies, and workflows such as SecOps, Security by Design 
and “Shift Left” Security ideologies.   

Demos are good.  
Demos based on real-world scenarios are better. 
If you are tired of generic, sales-focused demos, you will appreciate that all of 
our Microsoft Security product demos are based on real-world business use 
cases. These demos are targeted toward what you do on a daily basis and 
designed to showcase the entire Microsoft Security stack.   

Understand your security posture. Reduce your risks.   
Our Azure and Office 365 assessments are structured to help you understand 
your current security posture, identify gaps, and prioritize a roadmap for 
security controls. We use industry best practices, such as NIST-800, CIS, and 
Microsoft Recommended Security Best practices, to help you plan, prioritize, 
and implement a strategy and roadmap to close any security gaps. 

Workshops:  
the painless way to  
get the cybersecurity  
knowledge you need.
Our workshops are designed  
to help you understand the  
modern cyberthreat landscape  
and the corresponding  
detection and prevention  
strategies you can implement  
with Microsoft Security  
solutions for on-premise,  
hybrid and cloud environments.

CRITICALSTART Cybersecurity  
Consulting for Microsoft Security 

 

Jumpstart your  
digital transformation  
with a POC workshop.
Our POC workshop guides you on 
how to correctly adopt new Microsoft 
security products and Microsoft best 
practices so you can achieve their full 
potential. We focus on implementing 
your business use cases and the 
correct level of controls and policies 
to meet your security needs.



 

Ensure full-scale compliance. 
Other vendors just look at your Microsoft Secure Score, but 
we go a step further.  Our Azure Security and Compliance 
consulting reviews your existing Azure environment against 
your internal security requirements/policies, together with 
industry-standard best practices. Our assessments cover 
both administrative and granular access and validate security 
and governance controls to ensure end-to-end visibility and 
coverage. 

Optimize your Azure Sentinel deployment. 
Our Azure Sentinel deployment services not only enable 
Microsoft’s built-in features and data connectors, but 
also integrate with non-Microsoft solutions. We also help 
design the best log collection strategy, and create custom 
dashboards, and automation playbooks 

Deploy Microsoft 365 Defender your way.
Our Microsoft 365 Defender deployments are tailored to 
meet your internal security policies and business needs. 
We support full end- to- end deployments for all Microsoft 
Security products – Microsoft for Endpoint, Microsoft 
Defender for Office 365, and Microsoft Cloud App Security.

Incident Response:  
Extend your team, not your dwell time. 
Our Blue Team of cybersecurity experts will identify the scope 
of your breach, act quickly to reduce exposure and minimize 
the threat, and provide a detailed report on how to prevent 
future compromise. 
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Goodbye, alert fatigue. Hello, CRITICALSTART. Contact Us Request a Free Assessment
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KEY BENEFITS

 9 Leverage CRITICALSTART 
expertise throughout 
your Microsoft Security 
implementation lifecycle,

 9 Identify gaps in your current 
security posture and develop 
strategies to address those gaps.

 9 Deploy customized Microsoft 
solutions that meet your unique 
needs.

 9 Proactively protect your 
customers, partners, employees, 
and stakeholders with the 
integrated value of Microsoft and 
CRITICALSTART.

 9 Achieve the full potential of your 
cybersecurity investments. 

https://www.criticalstart.com/contact/
https://www.criticalstart.com/contact/free-assessment/

